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writing services. We just do not provide you 
writing assistance but also tutor you at every 
stage on how we proceeded with the disserta-
tion along with the keywords strategy used.

Therefore, given that dissertation plays a signifi-
cant role in completing the UK university degree, 
at Tutors India, we offer both tutoring and 

A Trusted Dissertation Writing Ser-
vice at Tutors IndiaUK Master’s Dissertation at Tutors 

India helps to complete your degree 

We just not provide writing assis-
tance but also Tutoring

Tutors India has skilled and talented professional 
UK writers who work with your UK Master's and 
MBA projects and assist you at all the stages of 
your UK MBA dissertation writing either online or 
email based. They assist you 24/7 and provide 
evidence that we deliver what exactly you expect. 
This is one of the highlights of our services which 
remains unmatched by our competitors across 
the world. Our team of UK dissertation writing 
experts consists of experienced professionals 
who are holding at least a Master’s degree and 
also Ph.D. holders from the prestigious universi-
ties from the UK, US, and Australia, who can help 
you in writing any dissertation whether it is 
science or management or computer science or 
Engineering or environmental science. Our 
experts write your UK Master's and MBA disserta-
tion/ projects (exclusively for the UK universities

UK Master's or your postgraduate dissertation 
should not be taken lightly as this decides your 
career further. The dissertation is your final 
chance to impress at the University. UK Master's 
dissertation can be sometimes tedious for 
students as it needs a complete understanding 
of various research methodologies. Further, 
students might find it confused and complicated 
to finish it on time without plagiarism.

https://www.tutorsindia.com/our-services/editing-services/


MBA dissertation writing service (UK MBA, ME, 
M.Sc., M.S., MPH, MPhil) without plagiarism and 
set in innovative ideas. Our unique approach has 
helped hundreds of scholars to complete and 
submit their UK MBA and Master's dissertation 
across the global successfully.

Tutors India has in-house internal committee 
consists of UK and US based Ph.D. holders for 
writing and as research advisors, postdoctoral 
fellows and M.D holding Ph.D. with rich experi-
ence in research. Some of our writers are trained 
at Harvard School, Oxford, London School of 
Business, and the University of Birmingham. 
Thereby, you can feel relaxed that you are going 
to get help from a genuine and trustable 
research company in Asia but with the presence 
across the world.

Development of Questionnaire or
Interview questions
We are completely aware that there are a way 
and difference in the methodology section being 
written for management and health care or 
economics. As every discipline has its structure 
of methodologies and therefore, ‘Tutors India’ 
provide consultation and writing services for 
your research methodology using our subject 
matter expertise. We offer a wide range of 
dissertation research methodology writing 
services, either being qualitative methods or 
quantitative research methods or a combination 
of both or critical and action oriented, our 
writers are well experienced in handling any 
methodology across the discipline.

Get your Primary research 
Completed at an additional cost
Tutors India has exclusive custom data collection 
services to gather useful information in various 
domains. We make sure the research work 
needs to be ethical with primary data, needs to 
be original with novelty. The choice of research 
method to use depends on many factors, such 
as the number of respondents that the Surveyor 
wants, data collection time frame, the character-
istics of the population under investigation, and 
of course your budget.We do collect primary 
data at an additional costs and our services 
includes data collection using telephone inter-
views, market surveys, focus group discussion 
sessions and questionnaire.

Appendices or additional work at 
Free of Costs
Tutors India has exclusive custom data collection 
services to gather useful information in various 
domains. We make sure the research work 
needs to be ethical with primary data, needs to 
be original with novelty. The choice of research 
method to use depends on many factors, such 
as the number of respondents that the Surveyor 
wants, data collection time frame, the character-
istics of the population under investigation, and 
of course your budget. We do collect primary 
data at an additional cost and our services 
include data collection using telephone inter-
views, market surveys, focus group discussion 
sessions and questionnaire.

A Dissertation Writing Service 
features that helps to get the grade

We help you in a broad range of services from 
the selection of a dissertation topic to complete 
your master’s dissertation successfully with the 
expected grade. UK MBA thesis topics are 
selected based on your area of interest, research 
gap, and feasibility of data collection. We make 
you strong in your dissertation by dealing with all 
the questions that you have in your mind. The 
process also entails data collection, statistical 
analysis and presentation in the format of your 
Institute. As a final process, the master’s thesis is 
further put to review and proofreading to ensure 
that you get quality work.

Your Choice of Primary or Secondary
Research

Choice of data collection depends on the 
research design (quantitative or qualitative 
design). Tutors India helps in survey tool valida-
tion and also online and face to face data collec-
tion process. We help you to conduct surveys [in 
person Interviews: Formal to informal; structured 
to unstructured; focus group discussion, obser-
vations, self-administered questionnaire, diaries, 
citizen report cards, Delphi techniques, expert 
judgment, online surveys, secondary sources 
such as journals, newspaper articles, annual 
reports, government sources such as census, 
budgets, policies, procedures, etc.



 
 
 

Development of Questionnaire or 
Interview at Free of Costs
In PhD, questionnaire development is an important 
step as it decides the study outcome. At Tutors India, 
we help you in the questionnaire development, 
reliability and validation process. Our expertise has 
rich experience in developing questionnaire using 
scales, questions for interview guide, focus group 
discussion, structured and unstructured question-
naire, open and closed format, matrix and contin-
gency questions. We have trained expertise exclu-
sively for questionnaire development and research 
framework. We help you in development of an 
interview guide or questionnaire at free costs while 
ordering for full PhD dissertation*.

We are aware of the consequences of plagiarism as 
our experts are supporting International students 
and scholars for more than 15 years. Hence, our 
work is completely plagiarism free as we ensure to 
scan the works against online sources in a similar 
way like Write Check or Turnitin so that you can be 
very sure about the plagiarism-free output.

Plagiarism Free Work

Every work is unique as we, as research assistance 
providers, know how to write a high-quality and 
unique research thesis / dissertation. We provide 
only custom master’s dissertation writing services 
written by Subject Matter Experts who also provide 
justification on how it is unique. Our experts are 
trained from various International We provide 
coaching for defending your viva-voce as well.

Uniqueness

Our Masters dissertation projects are fully refer-
enced with latest peer-reviewed research articles, 
textbooks, online sources, Newspaper articles, 
corporate documents, UN and other such interna-
tional and national regulatory bodies. Our team of 
copyeditors exclusively work for university-specific 
referencing system since we understand its impor-
tance on your credits. We comply 100% with all 
university-based, specific referencing guidelines of 
Harvard, APA, Chicago, Vancouver, Turabian etc.,

Fully Referenced

We match your requirement 100% since 
our experts understand the topic and 
analyze the feasibility before even working 
on the dissertation. In our dissertation 
writing services, we always check with you 
before we proceed with next chapters. 
Our services exactly follow your university 
guidelines and refer your rubric in order 
to ensure your dissertation meets the 
expected standards.

100% Requirement Match

Our work is delivered on specified time as 
per the commitment. We guarantee 
delivery of minor changes within 24 
working hours and significant changes 
within 48 working hours as we understand 
the importance of our clients’ deadline. 
We acknowledge all your emails within 30 
minutes of working hours. We plan for 
your entire dissertation and set mile-
stones which helps you save time

On Time

We ensure that your dissertation is 
meeting the exact word count as per your 
university regulations as we completely 
understand that universities reduce 
grades if the word count is reduced or not 
met. We calculate the word count exclud-
ing Table of contents, References, bibliog-
raphy, Appendix and Interview responses. 
Our experts have handled Masters disser-
tations that ranged from 8,000 – 30,000 
words.

Word Count Committed

We have stringent quality check and 
quality assurance process in every stage 
of your masters dissertation so that the 
final output is devoid of errors. Our 
experts understand your initial require-
ment, compare and cross verify the final 
output to meet the standards. We ensure 
your document is checked for subject 
matter, language, formatting, referencing, 
plagiarism and overall requirement.

Quality Assurance



 
 
 

We strive to provide the masters dissertation 
writing services with world-class quality at 
affordable rates. Our experts are globally 
available who would work as per your currency 
rates and timings. So you can save costs in 
writing your Masters dissertation since our 
rates are nominal, student-friendly and exclu-
sively in your currency. Our rates are constant 
irrespective of country, subject and quality as 
we provide only high-quality works.

Affordable

We firmly believe that every researcher 
has different perception and we respect 
your feedback and comments to improve 
the research quality. So we provide 
unlimited revisions as per the initial 
commitment which is completely free of 
cost even after the project is completed*. 
Our free revisions are bundled with your 
Masters dissertation writing as per the 
initial commitment.

Unlimited revisions

More

List of Universities we 
serve

Indian Institute of Science

University of Delhi

Jawaharlal Nehru University

University of Hyderabad

Indian Institute of Technology 
Kharagpur.
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ABOUT US
Tutors India, is world’s reputed academic 
guidance provider for the past 15 years have 
guided more than 4,500 Ph.D. scholars and 
10,500 Masters Students across the globe. We 
support students, research scholars, entrepre-
neurs, and professionals from various organi-
zations in providing consistently high-quality 
writing and data analytical services every time. 
We value every client and make sure their 
requirements are identified and understood 
by our specialized professionals and analysts, 
enriched in experience to deliver technically 
sound output within the requested timeframe. 
Writers at Tutors India are best referred as 
'Researchers' since every topic they handle 
unique and challenging.
 

We specialize in handling text and data, i.e., 
content development and Statistical analysis 
where the latest statistical applications are 
exhausted by our expert analysts for determin-
ing the outcome of the data analysed. Quali-
fied and experienced researchers including 
Ph.D. holders, statisticians, and research 
analysts offer cutting edge research consulting 
and writing services to meet your business 
information or academic project requirement. 
Our expertise has passion towards research 
and personal assistance as we work closely 
with you for a very professional and quality 
output within your stipulated time frame. Our 
services cover vast areas, and we also support 
either part or entire research paper/service as 
per your requirement at competitive prices.
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